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ABSTPACT This thesis explores the potential for the reuse of negatively per-
ceived environments. These are structures which possess seriously
negative values associated with their former uses. The study attempts
to outline the intrinsic characteristics which define one particular
example of such adversely perceived building types - prisons; and tries
to identify a deeper set of principles underlying their transformation
into a more positive environment.
Design explorations are used to speculate what are the attributes which
may be supportive of a positive reuse. This becomes the primary basis
for the development of a theoretical framework establishing the compo-
nents of reuse and their respective parameters for discussion. Evalu-
ative criteria for the 'New State', or transformed condition, is gene-
rated to enable the measurement of a postive change.
Several case studies are reviewed in order to gain a better under-
standing of the 'New State', and to test both the comprehensiveness and
applicability of the established set of criteria.
It is hoped that this study will augment the ways in which we think
about the significant contributions such buildings can bring
to the connunity, and how they can contribute to our environmental
heritage.
Thesis Supervisor: John R. Myer
Title: Professor of Architecture /
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5PREFACE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the potential for the reuse
of structures which possess seriously negative values sterming from
their previous use. These include former jails and asylum where we
have filed away ineffectual people in what is generally held to be an
inhumane and unconstitutional environment.
The goal is to increase public awareness in the possibilities of re-
using and successfully integrating some of these structures, pos-
sessing valuable architectural, historic and/or social values with
their surrounding environment. It is my hope that this study will
augment the way in which we think about the significant contributions
these buildings may bring to the cammunity, and how they can contri-
bute to the environmental heritage. For the purpose of this study, we
will limit ourselves to the discussion of prison structures as exam-
ples of negatively perceived environments.
6The study establishes a framework for the evaluation of design alter-
natives for three jails in disuse:
1. Prior Conditions
2. Attributes of Change Process
3. New State
The framework will be used to outline the intrinsic chcaracteristics
which define the jails and identify a deeper set of principles under-
lying their transformation into a more positive envirorent.
The framework considers only the criteria necessary for the evaluation
of the reuse of prison structures and focuses primarily on the require-
ments and characteristics of the 'New State'.
This study has been initiated as a result of an inherent cultural
attachment to, and respect for, the values of antiquity. It is sup-
ported by a firm belief that we need same sense of stability in an age
of transience. This stability can, in part, be enhanced and maintained
through the propitious preservation and reuse of our old buildings.
7STUDY METHOD
Design proposals and explorations are used to speculate about what is
involved in a positive reuse. A list of design evaluation criteria
is generated outlining the ccponents of reuse. The list of criteria
has been developed as a result of a reiterative analysis of the case
studies, and as such, is open-ended and can be changed subject to
additional information. The criteria are identified from an objec-
tive statement of design parameters, information obtained by inter-
view and drawing upon design exploration of case studies.
Three case studies are identified and evaluated according to the cri-
teria as set out in the ccaponents of reuse. These have been chosen
as a result of information available and personal involvement and
familiarity with the projects. The projects are as follcws:
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Case One.
Case Two.
Vermont State Prison, Windsor, Vermont
Architectural design by Anderson Notter Associates, Inc.,
Boston, Mass. (December 1977)
Don Jail, Toronto, Ontario
Study carried out by the author as a response to a request
for proposal fran the City of Toronto. (April 1978)
Case Three. San Gerolano, Urbino, Italy
Proposal generated by architectural students, including the
author, at the International Laboratory of Architecture and
Urban Design, under the direction of Giancarlo de Carlo.
(September 1977)
The new uses for these cases have been established as being appropri-
ate transformations. For this study, we' shall assume this to be
correct.
9CHAPTER ONE
DIFFICULTIES AND OPPORIT UNITIES
OF REUSE
Our renewed interest in our past is beccming more apparent in many
facets in our society. It is only now becoming evident that many of
those things which have been important to us are beginning to dis-
appear. Not too long ago, Alvin Toffler through his book Future
Shock brought attention to the waning of permanence and the emergence
of an age of transience and novelty.
The market of the past twenty years has reflected the American "fron-
tier-morality" that change brings progress - a belief that anything
new is better solely by virtue of its novelty. Urban antiquity and
visible tradition are disappearing and need to be protected. "We
raze landmarks. We tear down whole streets and cities and put new
10
ones up at a mind-numbing rate. " The need for familiarity with
buildings and institutions is an important factor to preserve a neigh-
borhood unity and stability. These structures are part of our cul-
tural heritage and provide us with a sense of place in which we can
exist in a state of well-being.
Yet almost every society tries to eradicate its less flattering as-
pects and preserve those things of which is can be proud. Our explora-
tions into reuse has only begun to extend beyond monumental architec-
ture to include the stock of industrial and educational buildings,
which only years ago, would have been demolished to make room for new
developments.
But there is a hnadful of buildings which are perceived to be unfit
for any kind of reuse primarily based on our emotional reactions to
their associations. These are the building which, as a result of their
1 Alvin Toffler, Future Shock, (New York: Random House, 1970), p. 50.
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former uses cannot easily be imagined fulfilling any other capacity,
such as prisons, mental institutions etc.
Every state, and almost every city has a prison, many of which may be
inadequate to meet modern standards - the Eastern Pen in Pennsylvania,
built in 1829, was closed in 1966, but has yet to be demolished be-
cause of the high cost; the New York State Prison in Clinton, an old
maximum security institution has also been recently slated for demoli-
tion. 2
Aside fram the fact that some of our old jails are no longer capable
of meeting with modern standards - the 1970 Law Enforcement Assistance
Association (LEAA) census revealed that half of the nation's jails
are without neical facilities; over eighty-five percent are without
recreational facilities; and ninety percent without educational ser-
vices; the basic problem seems to be that current correctional and
2 Suzanne Stephens, "Pushing Prisons Aside," Forum, Vol. 138, No. 2,
(March 1973) p. 47.
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penal philosophies are in a state of rapid change. 3
There are two principle notions which may have prompted the obsoles-
cence of our monumental and institutional prison architecture:
1. Long term imprisonment of offenders has failed as a social
policy.
The emphasis has switched from one of warehousing inmates to one
of detention and reform. most prison officials have estimated
that the number of offenders in need of continuous supervision
is ten to fifteen percent of the prison population.4 Long term
confinement has proved itself to be costly, inhumane and discrim-
inatory, and generally disrupts the fabric of human relationships.
2. Small and specialized supportive enviroments are advocated,
Ibid. p. 31.
Robert Scmmr, The End of Iprisonment, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1976) P. 180.
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There is a support for small resident populations to be housed
in community correctional centers, tailored to different cate-
gories of offenders, which fit into old existing houses within
the neighborhood fabric. The Hawaii Plan proposed alternatives
to incarceration depending on an exhaustive profile of the
offender, his problems and needs. 5
Although overridden with negative associations such as overcrowding,
exploitation, oppression etc., many of these buildings possess quali-
ties, like irreplaceable craftsmanship, which are similar to those
elements worthy of retention in our other reuse projects. Prison struc-
ture, usually of exceptionally heavy masonry construction resul-
ting generally - in an highly inflexible internal organization ,
provides a building shell which requires minimal maintenance. Usually
jails in disuse have a naminal purchase price, this because they are
mst often owned by government who wish more to dispose of the building
5 Suzanne Stephens, "Pushing Prisons Aside," Forum, Vol, 138, No, 2,
(March 1973) p. 37.
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than recover their cost. Even with the social and structural draw-
backs, same old jails appear to possess such other qualities that
they should be seriously considered for reuse.
15
CHAPTER TW
COMPONENTS OF REUSE
This chapter identifies the canponents of reuse intrinsic to one type
of negatively perceived environment - prisons. These camponents pro-
vide the framework for the discussion and evaluation of the case
studies.
In order to increase our understanding of the issues relating to jail
reuse, it is important to examine the PRIOR CONDITIONS which underline
the overall context of the structure and which identify the opportuni-
ties and constraints for adaptive reuse; the CHANGE PROCESS which
highlights the political, socio-econnic and institutional forces
behind such transformations fram highly rigid, uniform and isolated
settings to more positive environments; and the NEW STATE with the
16
key attributes which contribute to the measurement of its success.
COMPONENTS OF REUSE PAPMETERS FOR DISCUSSION
* Historic Context
PRIOR CONDITIONS
* Current Situation
* Change Agents
ATTRIBUTES OF
CHANGE PlROCESS * _Economic Aspects
o Participation
o Image Camrpatibility
NEW STATE * Relevancy
o Attributes of Use
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When first built, prison structures answered to a real need of society.
They were initially located in socially acceptable places, and con-
structed in a manner deemed acceptable to their immediate environment.
But many changes have occurred since these building were first estab-
lished. Internally they have changed to met the new needs of prison
residents and externally, the comunities have grown and changed
with or without relationship to their presence.
There is limited flexibility in these old structures in reeting with
the requirements of a modern context. As such, the buildings are no
longer appropriate for the modern version of their historic uses, new
facilities must therefore be made available and the old ones will fall
into disuse.
This is then the problem that faces the building owners. Can a new
use be found if the old is no longer appropriate?
Governments, who are the principal owners and managers of these build-
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ings are limited in their ability to propose and implement certain
changes. Very often it becames necessary for private industries to
join forces in establishing a new usefulness for these structures.
Cammunity residents must be encouraged to participate throughout the
transformation process, but particularly in the determination of what
the change should be and how it should take place. By involving the
public in the decision process fram the very beginning, much of the
hesitancy and skepticism precipitated in the historical negative
associations of the structure may be alleviated.
However there are a number of serious problems which must be overcome.
First the negative image must be dealt with both physically through
design, and emotionally through design participation and management. The
building must be vivified and reinstated with a relevant purpose into
the comunity life structure.
In doing the above the building physically should meet a high standard
in interior and exterior treatment and design. The users should be
19
permitted to modify and personalize their spaces, creating not only
a self-satisfying living arrangement, but also pronouncing a public
statement saying "This place has changed because I am here."
These are general principles involved in any beneficial reuse of jail
structures. It is not only necessary to identify the ccponents for
successful transformation, but to establish a number of criteria
which may be used as a framework to evaluate and guide future reuse.
COMPONENTS OF REUSE PAPAMET ERS FOR DISCUSSION CRITERIA
PRIOR CONDITIONS Historic Context
Current Situation
ATTRIBUTES OF Change Agents
CHANGE PROCESS Economic Aspects
Participation
NEW STATE Image Compatibility Transparency
Scale/Proportion
Edge Conditions
Managerial Responsiveness
Relevancy Progrannatic Relevance
Physical/Visual & Temporal Relevance
Attributes of Use Legibility
Flexibility
Personalization
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CPONENS OF REUSE PARAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CDNDITIONS Historic Context
Current Situation PRIOR CONDITIONS
ATIRIBUIES OF Change Agents
CHA'GE PIOCESS Ecocmnic As
ParticipaLion
NEW7 STATE Pn c tibility
Attributes of Use
This camponent explores the conditions of the building prior to its
transformation. It is important to understand the historic context
of the building and area, and the current situation which helps to
identify the socio-economiic and political forces that have, and will
continue to shape it. With these, we may be able to discover the
physical and psychological barriers toward the successful reuse of
these structures.
Traditional prison architecture, constructed of heavy load-bearing
masonry, with an extremely rigid interior structure of narrow cells
and lengthy corridors, does not easily lend itself to other uses.
In addition, these buildings generally have little or no association
with their context. They are isolated monoliths of endless walls
and facades that deny physical and visual penetration.
There was a time when jails were economically beneficial to the conmu-
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CCEPNENTS OF REUSE PARAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CODITIONS Historic Context
Current Situation
AITRIBUIES OF ChneAents
CHANGE PROCESS Econamic Aspects
Participation
.W-1 STATE ge tibilitY
Attributes of Use
nity since they were sources of cheap labor. Today they are perceived
as oppressive and hostile environments, which any community would be
glad to remove. Yet jails remain a societal necessity, and as long
as they are present, there will be a certain degree of apprehension in
the minds of those who live in its shadows. Any proposal to vivify
an old jail will be met with conmunity hesitation, even when the new
use may be a future asset to the comunity. If a jail is to be reused
successfully, the public perception will have to be coaxed toward
change. This is further complicated at times by institutional deci-
sions which will limit change and inhibit imaginative reuse of his-
toric structures, such as restrictions on the extent of modifications
and alterations to the facade and/or the internal organization of the
building.
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CCMPNTISCS OF REUSE PARAETERS FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CCNDITIONS Historic Context
ATIRI F ent Suation ATRIBUTES OF CHANGE P10CESS
CHANGE PROCESS Eooi set
Participation
NEW STATE ImageCoptbly
Attributes of Use
This camponent highlights same attributes of the change process that
are important to the reuse of prison structures. These include the
complex of change agents, institutional incentives for beneficial
reuse and public participation in the planning, design and management
processes.
1. CHANGE AGENTS - The opportunity for the reuse of a prison
structure cames only when sameone in a position of influence
recognizes both the problems created by such a huge vacant struc-
ture and the potential for an economic transfer to an alternate
use. However identified, it is a certainty that the undertaking
of such a venture would necessitate the involvement of at least
several levels of government, if not also private entrepreneurs.
This complexity of actors is required because of the obvious
complications resulting from an ownership and/or management transfer.
These agents of change would be required to examine and test
23
CC&HKNENT OF REUSE IPARAMET ERS FMR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CCoDITIONS Historic Context
CHANGE PROCESS cRicicApeM
Participation=
0 SMTE Tae Coptbltv
Attributes of Use
2. ECONOMIC ASPECTS - Essential to any development project is
the need for start up capital. Without sufficient funds for
iniediate action, the project may not advance to a stage to deve.-
lop the momentum for comunity support. Capital-intensive ven-
tures tend to move toward "socially beneficial" solutions,
since this may entice govenmental financial incentives which may
help bring the proposals to implementation.
alternative solutions, provide estimates of finaxncial, social,
legal and political feasibility and also to negotiate any re-
quired legislative changes necessary for design implementation.
They would be responsible for determining the direction for
development, the evaluation of tenders, the supervision of con-
tracts and construction, and the turning over of the project to
an operating group. It is clear that the change agents, be they
government or private consortia, must carry out their responsibi-
lities if the project is to care to fruition.
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CCMPNS OF REUSE PARAMEIERS FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CDITIONS Historic Context
ATTRIBUIES OF Cur t Ants
CHANGE PIOCESS |Econmic A spet
4 STATE ImTg Ofm bit
Rele s
Attributes of Use
Incentives with an immrediate impact like capital grants or tax
concessions would probably bridge the private investors' feasibi-
lity gap. Grants to a community level project of this nature
would likely be supported through either federal or state pro-
grams. The benefits to the community may flow from increased
revenues and fram the provision of additional local services
and amenities.
3. PARI'ICIPATION - The participation of community advocacy groups
may be a significant ingredient toward the identification of a
universally acceptable solution. This is of necessity, one which can
only be identified through a constant dialogue among the inter-
ested parties: the proponents of change; the comunity residents;
the city legislators who are responsible for guaranteeing the
conformity of the building use to both zoning by-laws and local
planning intentions; and those other government agencies which
might put forth additional incentives.
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An essential part of an inforred decision is that all the inpli-
cations of the various changes be made known to all actors. In
the initial stages this would be the responsibility of the pro-
ponents of change, i.e. the architect or developer. The other
actors should be informed of the potential costs and benefits
of any change in a manner that is easily understandable by all.
Participation in the planning process is a way to ensure that
the decisions made are informed decisions - decisions informed
by the needs and perceptions of the participants. A cormitment
to participation by the proponents of change may assist immeasur-
ably in a clear definition of community needs, may assist in the
gain of community support, and may establish the groundwork for
a continuing interaction essential to the acceptance and success
of transformed prisons.
Because the building has been for many years, perceived as a
negative elenent, it is important for the designer to convey a
26
sense of confidence that the project can, and will, be an asset
to the community. This can be acccplished by aiding them in
understanding how and what changes will take place; and how the
community will be affected, a process which can only take place
as a result of a free and open participation process.
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CCMPCNET OF REUSE PARAMEITS FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CCNDITIONS Historic Context
ATr Current Situation NEW STATE
$KN" PCES icnrc Aspects
V INE SMTEPartici_ tion
NEN~ ~ SAEImaeCpatIbilty
Attributes of Use
This component of reuse projects a new state of the building after
its transformation. In order to bring about a positive change, one
must identify those attributes which support it. To overcame the
physical, psychological and social overtones of the jail, the new
state should strive to achieve campatibility and relevance in rela-
tion to its surrounding context. It should also encourage and maintain
a dynamic interaction between the inhabitants and the environment
through a balanced co-existence of the powers of design, powers of
use and the powers of management which will be supportive of the whole.
1. IMAGE COMPATIBILITY - The adverse image of prisons embedded
in the minds of cammunity residents for decades, resulting fram
both its physical appearance and its inferred operational oppres-
sion, is the most difficult obstacle to overcome. In order to
successfully change the image of the existing environment, one
has to reject the re-establishment of the structure as a prison
or any other uses with negative associations. Through the
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PAAMTERS FOR DISCSION CRITA
Image Capatibility T
Edge Conditions
Managerial Pesponsiveness
Relevancy 2Iat"Re"evance
Physical/Visual and
Tenporal Relevance
Attributes of Use Ieqibility
Flexibiliti
Personalization
introduction of transparency, the modification of scale and
edge conditions, and the creation of a responsive management,
one can achieve a higher degree of copatability with the
surroundings.
Transparency -
Visually a prison is opaque; iron bars, gates, high walls, barbed-
wires and chain link fences all contribute to not only keeping
the prisoners in, but also the public out, What is required is
transparency 6- visually and physically in the new use. This may
be through the renoval of those elements representative of confine-
ment of by superinposing on them a new set of meaning.
6 Transparency is used here on two levels: Visual transparency - the
ability to observe what is happening behind or around a barrier, to
provide vistas through spaces; and physical transparency - the abi-
lity to move through a space or the perception of a permissible
movement through a space.
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PARAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION CRTEI
Inoge Campatibility Trcalnprertio
EdeCnitions
Relevancy Pornai eeac
Physical/Visual and
Tenporal Relevance
Attributes of use Leiblity
Personalization
Scale/Proportion -
Jail structures often present a dramatic contrast to the sur-
rounding connunity by virtue of their size and mass. The auster-
ity and inmepnsity of the facades appear imposing and severe,
creating barriers to complimentary co-existance or assimilation.
This constrasts can, in part, be lessened through the use of
landscaping, essentially making the massive exterior edge Mre
habitable. Through the creation of transition zones and built
form, which set the jail apart, can also reduce its impact on the
surrounding community. Since proportion is a camparative rela-
tion of two or rre variables, which in this situation may be the
size of the structure and the distance of an observer fron the
building. The increase of one can cause an illusive perception
resulting in the decrease of the other.
Edge Conditions -
A sense of place is often marked by one's initial impression -
the impact of the approach to the building. Special attention
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PARAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION CRITERIA
Image Captibility Trasrec
EdeConditions
Mngeial Repniveness'
Re yTporal elevance
Attributes of Use L lity
41e_nlization
should be paid to the design of the interface between the site and
the surrounding context. Edge conditions should be changed to
respond to a new set of activity and access patterns. One must
take full advantage of vistas which permit a vivifying penetra-
tion between the cammunity and the jail. By providing "visual
sequences" and by layering of spaces or zones suggesting what is
beyond can stimulate one's curiosity. Only then can the 'edges'
became supportive of the establishment of unifying links between
the new 'non-jail' and the adjacent neighborhood through the en-
couragement of public interaction.
Managerial Responsiveness -
The public's antagonism toward the 'operational oppression' of
prisons can only be erased through deliberate attempts to promote
participation, in the design as well as in the management process.
The continuing management process should be responsive to public
needs. This demands therefore, an ongoing ccmunications among
community interest groups, users and the new administration to
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CCMPONENTS OF REUSE PARAME'ES FOR DISCUSSION
PRIOR CONDITIONS HioicCon
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ATTRIBUTES OF Change Agents
CHANGE PR0CESS Ecaic Aspects
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PARAMFTERS FOR DISCUSSION CRIRIA
Imge Ccmpatibility Trn pr n
Scale/ prtion
I Relevancy irrni c deleance
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ensure that the management Will be responsive to the present as
well as future needs of the inhabitants.
2. RELEVANCY - Our prisons have always been an autistic element
in our society. It is an environment which severs ties by limit-
ing contacts with people, places, activities and ideas, and
where time is duration without meaning, In order to successfully
integrate the structure into the existing context, it must main-
tain a sense of relevancy - a progranatic, physical/visual
and terrporal order.
Programnatic Relevance -
An essential part of the advocacy process is the identification
of those elements seen as necessary for the integration of the
new use with the connunity. Many reuse projects turn structures
into museum pieces. For a beneficial reuse, the transformation
should satisfy, to an extent, the needs of the ccmnunity, By
the same token, the structure itself should maintain a level of
32
PAPAMETERs FOR DISCUSSION CRITERIA
Lmge Caipatibility Tasaec
Scaj/Proention
Edge Conditions
Mnagerial Responsiveness
Relevancy ; i eeac
TMrpoa. Relevance
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integrity such that the new function can compliment the existing
form. A use which encampasses the built form and connecting it
to a larger order to public interest can significantly contribute
toward a relevant solution.
The program must also be cognisant of the flexibility to change
over time; changes that will be dictated by some future and
currently unforeseen needs and aspirations.
Physical/Visual and Temporal Relevance -
To maintain relevance in design, the solution must understand
the need to establish formal relationships among the physical,
visual and temporal characteristics of the structure, its imm-
diate context and the larger canmunity. Reuse should preserve
traces of the building's past. Cambining the old and new, one
can establish links both in time and space. Temporal links of
association through contrast or through the reiteration of clas-
sical forms can integrate the new elements into the character of
33
CC EWRCRIFS O  PEUSE PARATE FMR DISCUSSION
PRIOR QDIIONS Historic Context
Curent Situation the ccmmunity fabric. Physical/visual links created through an
AlT'R S OF Change Agents
CHNE PTSS Economic Asoects
Participation
StE e Cet iuitU hierarchy of spaces and enclosures can inpart a sense of continu-
Attributes of Use
ity, the old, the new and the transformed.
3. ATI'RIBUTES OF USE - The attributes of use define the range
of interactions between the user and building necessary to enrich
our environment, and how that richness can initially be instilled
and encouraged to grow as a result of inspired user input. The
creation of a positive environement prcmotes the interplay be-
tween 'inhabitant' and 'setting'. Both of these elements are
essential to the development of a vital and dynamic environment.
The design of the 'setting' must provide the initial thrust by
permitting a flexibility of use, and a richness in space defini-
tions which then draws the inhabitant into physical and visual
interactions with the structure. This will give the structure
its dynamic support through subtle changes affected by the user's
initiative. A collection of identifiable images will increase
legibility in an environment, providing a framework for the recog-
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PARAMTS FOR DISCUSION CRITERIA
L'Tege Capatibility Trasrec
Scae Codtion
Managerial Respnsiveness
Relevancy tic Reice
Physical/Visual and
_ _ _ _ ral Relevance
Attributes of Useili
eriailiton
nition and emphasis of individual actions.
The architect can provide the optimal environment for participa-
tion and yet exercises little control over the input which stems
fram use. In this regard, a dynamic environment is not generated
by design alone, but can grow with use over time. The architect
must draw upon all his skills to provide the medium, through
the powers of suggestion, wherein a dynamic and vital environment
can germinate. The presence of legibility and flexibility of our
environment provide the support for self-expression and personali-
zation. This enables the user to gain an 'identity of place'
and an 'identity of self ', neither of which can exist in an
over-determined, uniform and controlled setting of prison archi-
tecture.
Legibility -
It is important for an individual to recognize his own place by
maintaining a perception of it relative to his surroundings.
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This is facilitated by designing into our environment references
such as a diversity of vistas, and hierarchy in spaces and circu-
lation patterns.
Design should try to preserve existing and create new vistas
because they are identifiable cues for orientation. An old jail
structure is often a physical as well as social landmark within
the ccnnunity because of its mass, siting and historic associa-
tions. But because it is a pessimistic environment, its impact
on the neighborhood should be minimized. At the same time, it
is important to recognize the features of the surrounding
natural and built landscape, traditionally interrupted by the
prison walls, whenever they can compliment the new setting.
By providing a diverse definition of spaces, and paths linking
these identifiable spaces, contribute to the legibility of our
environment - an interplay of public and private, large and small,
open and enclosed, hard and soft, or light and dark spaces, to-
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gether connote a distinct sense of place. An occasional dominant
point of focus establishes a frame of reference for the internal
spaces and the external environment.
Fluidity of spaces enables visual and physical permeability. It
provides a sense of direction, distance and access, which are
all important elements for orientation.
Flexibility -
A positive environment is one which supports interaction between
the user and the setting. Flexibility in our environment enables
inhabitants to bring their own lives and associations into play.
To maintain an optimal environment, the architecture and adminis-
tration must be dealt with in co-existence in order that they
may reinforce each other.
7
Kevin Lynch, Site Planning Second edition; (Cambridge: The M. I. T.
Press, 1971), p. 203.
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Flexibility of use should be examined from several standpoints:
the flexibility to modify and change; the flexibiliti to choose;
and the flexibility to improvise or impose on our environment
a new set of meaning. This should exist at all levels of inter-
action. Flexibility, or non-specificity of our environment pro-
vides roam for individual interpretation and enables people
to gain "powers of inhabitation."8 A positive environment is one
which is invested with expectations and welcames the unanticipa-
ted.
However there are limits to the effectiveness of the powers of
suggestion. Building management is continually setting restric-
tions to individual change. These rules are laid down on the
assumption that they can protect the physical and visual integrity
of the whole. This is not entirely falacious; but in order to
8 Donlyn Lyndon, et al., Powers of Inhabitation: Observations in the
Via Monserrato, an unpublished report prepared by the M.I.T. Dept. of
Architecture, 1977.
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PARAMERS OR DISCUSSION CRITERIA
Image Copatibility Transparency
le/Proc-rtion
Maaera epniveness
Pelevancy P a tic Relevance
OT2~ral Relevance
Attributes of Us Phys-ilAit ul ra
Persona lizatlon
maintain a continuously spontaneous, relevant and dynamic environ-
ment, the rules themselves must be opened to change. The adminis-
tration/management group, the keepers of the rules, must be
constantly aware of the needs and aspirations of the users.
This can be achieved through a steady and open dialogue between
the two such that the "powers of decision" along with the
"powers of inhabitation" can be channeled in a direction suppor-
tive of the whole.
Personalization -
The ability to express personal identity is a need inherent to
all individuals, People change their environments and super-
impose on them signs which continually announce their presence.
Acts of personalization cannot be programned into design, but
they can be encouraged by the provision of a support structure
on which individual actions can take place.
Personalization exists in many forms and at many levels of inten-
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sity. Certain attributes of use should be present to pramte
this expression of self. The flexibility of the setting supports
and encourages its existence while legibility of our environment
recognizes and reinforces its presence. They provide the vehicle
for the juxtaposition of collective forms and individual actions
which acknowledges personalization.
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CHAPTER THREE
CASE EVAUJATION
In this chapter three design cases are identified outlining proposals
for building reuse. Each proposal will be evaluated building upon
the COMPONENTS previously outlined:
- Prior Conditions
- Attributes of Change Process
- New State
As such, it will emphasize design principles and thought processes
which a successful transformation should possess.
The unique elements of the case studies, as they relate to the ccmpo-
nents, will be expanded upon and highlighted in the final section.
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CASE ONE:
Vernont State Prison, Windsor
This prison, a maximum se-
curity facility, was built
in 1807. It is the oldest
state prison structure in
the country. Now in a state
of "fiscal desparation" and
"visionary reform", the
State has closed the buil-
ding and the inmates have been
transferred to regional cam-
munity correctional centers.
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prison conversion, Windsor, Vermont
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Demolishing existing prison cells
Constructing new floors
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PRIOR CONDITIONS
1. HISTORIC CONTEXT - In 1807 when the State Legislature of
Vermont was planning for a state prison, many towns bid for the
location of this structure. At that time, Windsor was one of the
trade and population centers of Vermont.9 After the citizens
agreed to purchase the site and deed it to the state, and further
agreed to haul the necessary stone for the building fram a local
quarry, the state decided to locate the prison in Windsor. On
the day of completion, a mass of people attended the celebration
with music, and the cornerstone was laid amid the roar of cannons
and shouts of spectators.
Between the years 1809 and 1875, there were major reconstruc-
tions, replacing many of the earlier buildings. The original
appearance of the buildings has long been lost in a series of
Information from an unpublished report ai the Vermont State Prison
prepared by the Vermont Department of Corrections.
10 I bid.
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renovations and additions.
Back in the 1820's, a gazeteer of Vermont reported that inmates
were engaged in stonemaking and weaving. The prison had "becce
able to support itself, with a small but increasing profit to
the state."11 Even less than twenty years ago, the prison still
had a cannery, a furniture-repair shop, a maple-sugar operation,
a farm, a logging operation and more. But because inmates are
no longer carrying out these tasks, the prison became an in-
creasing financial burden to the tax-payers.
Recent occurances have focussed public attention on the inade-
quacies of the prison. For the last several years, it has been
beset by an all-out and almost continuous warfare between the
guards and the inmates.
11 Information fram an unpublished report cn the Vermont State Prison
prepared by the Vermont Department of Corrections.
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A d -
Mapped, edited, and published
by the Geological Survey
In January 1969, the Vermont Department of Corrections cited
the prison as unsafe, insecure, expensive to operate, and with a
limited potential for improving the social effectiveness and
productivity of its wards. The Vermont State Prison was off i-
cially closed in August 1975, after having served for 168
years as a state maximum security institution.
2. CURRENT SITUATION - The jail is located on a three and one
half acre site, less than half a mile to the west of the town
center. It is in a low density, almost rural residential neigh-
borhood. Current zoning in the area permits residential develop-
ments at a minimum density of 4,000 sq. ft. per unit. The pro-
perty overlooks a magnificanet view of the mountains and the
Connecticut River.
There are four buildings within the prison walls, all of which
are of brick construction - the main cell block, a dining hall,
and two manufacturing buildings. The structure of the main cell
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block is of load beraing masonry, and the others of timber frame
construction with masonry infill. These buildings are in sound
structural condition.
There was some hesitancy concerning the reuse of the structure,
not only fran the camunity, but fram the local and state govern-
ment as well. This has been partly due to the unsavory image
the building has projected for many years, and the fact that
Vermont has not been involved with many adaptive reuse projects,
especially not housing projects with this scale and complexity.
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2. ECONOMIC ASPECTS - Eligible and successful in obtaining the
section eight federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sub-
sid.y, Peabody Construction was also able to negotiate a tax
concession to help offset scrme of the initial financial burdens
of the project. The mortgage on the development is financed
by the Vermont Housing Financing Agency (VHFA), which involved
bond authorizations, and construction loans are obtained through
state and local banks.
The estimated construction cost for the project is approximately
$2 million, averaging $26,000 per unit. This figure is camparable
to other recycling efforts of similar use and capacity, yet the
cost breakdown for this development revealed a much higher per-
centage accountable to demolition than normally associated with
the reuse of other building types. Its overall economic success
may have been accredited to the relatively low acquisition cost
52
of the property at $27,000, accampanied by competent management
and a sensitive and imaginative design solution.
3. PARTICIPATION - Participation frcm the residents and various
planning agencies were encouraged since the very beginning of
the project. The development team emphasized that they Would not
finalize the purchase agreement until they are fully satisfied
that the town approves of their involvement in this project. 1 2
The participation in the planning process included representatives
framx two Housing Study Caittees, a large local industry, the
Regional Planning Ccmission, the various federal and state
housing agencies, (HUD, VSHA, VHFA), and the residents of Windsor.
These groups held a series of open public reviews in which they
were presented with graphic illustrations of the alternatives
available for the reuse of the prison. The images projected
12 Nancy Walker, "Frcm Iron Bars to State Street Camelot?" The Wind-
sor Chronicle, Vol. 1, No. 47 (Sept. 18, 1975).
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through the sketches conveyed to the public the implications of
the proposed alterations, and more important, it illustrated
graphically how an eyesore like the prison can be transformied
into a comunity asset. They also served as an excellent basis
for future discussions, suggestions and revisions made by the
participants.
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NEW STATE
1. IMAGE - The architect proposed several physical changes
which may help in altering the public's perception of the prison.
Most objects representative of confinement are removed, such as
iron window bars, chain-link fences etc. The single iron gate
has been left intact and welded in a permanently opened position.
The high prison walls are lowered to various heights and retained
to offer the place and the residents a sense of identity, and
security.
Extensive landscape is proposed along the street where the impact
of the long facade seems the strongest. This, together with the
existing projection of the Warden's house, a "handscme two storey
building, with dormer windows and English cottage roof,,3 made the
edge more habitable. Many entry points are created along the
13 Information from an unpublished report on the Vermont State Prison
prepared by the Vermont Department of Corrections.
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edge as opposed to the former single gate access. Arch openings
made in parts of the perimeter wall provides access to the play
fields beyond. Parking areas are strategically located on both
sides of the remaining wall, creating an overlap of activities
and diminishing its importance as a barrier.
2. RELEVANCY - The Windsor Jail has been in existance for over
150 years and has since become an important element of the town.
Many residents have had some contact with its operation over the
past years, be it for maintenance, delivery or other services.
It is widely felt that the buildings can contribute to the charac-
ter and heritage of Windsor if an appropriate use can be sensi-
tively introduced.
By converting the buildings into 66 apartments for the elderly,
the program has responded to the regional need for senior citizen
housing. The design offered spacious units, saTe support facili-
ties, and a comnunity area that opens onto a central courtyard.
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Other amenities are available in the town center within close
proximity to the jail. The inclusion of ten family units
provides an integrating force to the development.
Attempting to save and preserve as much of the historic quali-
ties as is physically and econcnically feasible, the solution
not only establishes a relevant spatial structure within the
surrounding context, but also achieves a sense of temporal order.
Aside fran the main cell block which required a major reconstruc-
tion of new flooring and partitions, the other buildings re-
tained most of their interior and exterior structure. The design
has also dictated that many outdoor elements be saved - iron
grilles formerly installed to prevent prisoners fram scaling
the walls are used as trellises for planting; granite blocks
and hard bricks removed from the prison walls are integrated
into the new design; and reused as surfacing and landscaping
materials for the proposed roadway and courtyard.
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3. ATTRIBUTES OF USE - The removal of one of the existing
structures provided the necessary roan for the creation of an
interior courtyard which the architect described as an amenity
so "delightful" that "you get an euphoric feeling when you
14think of the walls being opened up." It has been set up to
meet the needs of both family and senior citizen groups, and as
such,convenient passages are set up to encourage interaction.
All the public spaces, and same of the living units, have been
specially designed to accammodate the handicapped. The arched
openings along the south wall framing the vistas of the Vermont
landscape provide access to the adjacent fields.
14
Nancy Walker, "From Iron Bars to Camelot?" The Windsor Chronicle,
(September 18, 1975).
CASE TWO:
Don Jail, Toronto
Designed and built in the
1850's, the Don Jail is the
oldest prison structure
still standing in the city.
The institution was offi-
cially closed in Decenber
1977, after almost a de-
cade of continuous battle
over its inadequacy, and
the prisoners were trans-
ferred to district jails.
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PRIOR CCDITIONS
1. HISTORICAL CONTEXT - When the Don Jail was built, it was a
forceful addition to the suburban landscape of old Toronto. The
Jail is located east of the Don River on Garrard Street and
Broadview Avenue, approximately three miles to the east of the
City's core area. Broadview Avenue, once part of a trail, was
travelled time and time again by the pioneers who paved the way
for the ccming of the city.
The original site of the Jail was purchased by the City Council
of 1856 fram a Mr. Scadding for a sum of 10,000 pounds.15 The
135 acres now houses, in addition to the Don Jail, the Public
Library, Riverdale Park, Riverdale Hospital and some residential
development.
Prior to the City's annexation of the area in 1884, first class
'15
Jesse E. Middleton, The Municipality of Toronto - A History, Vol. 1,
(Toronto: The Dominion Publishing Co., 1923), p. 262.
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housing was located in the vicinity. The extension of public
transit in 1893 across the river at Gerrard Street brought
along a burst of development. The increased access to the area
coupled with the re-routing of the Don River to make way for the
construction of a major highway along its east bank, encouraged
the development of industrial uses along part of the Don Valley.
These industries employed local residents and subsequently
prcmpted the construction of more workerd housing. The area
north of Gerrard Street continued to house many upper income
families. Broadview Avenue had becomne "a paved street with rows
of brick buildings, of large stores and handsome residences on
either side." The neighborhood south of Gerrard began to
house a proportionally greater number of working class families.
Between the years 1900 to 1920, many public and community facili-
16 E.L.M., "Ranance of the Past - Stories Gathered fran the History of
Toronto and its Environs," The Mail, (1912).
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ties emerged to serve the growing population. Since then Ger-
rard and Broadview has been established and developed for shopping
and cannercial uses. Its appearance has not changed much since
the 1920's.
The style of the Don Jail was inspired by the classical forms of
Italian and English Renaissance architecture. The building has a
central stone pavilion flanked by a pair of brick wings. The
layout is a modified version of the "pan-opticon" prisons, with
spreading wings of back to back cells, meeting at an eighty feet
high, skylit open interior space, fran which an officer can effi-
ciently supervise all the prisoners.
The jail was constructed in a humane and enlightened spirit,
guided by recommendations fran an 1849 report of an investigation
conducted on a regional penitentiary by the Rpyal Ccmnission. As
the building was near carpletion, an inspector described the
structure as "the finest kind in the Province, one which will be
67
an ornament to the city and a credit to all parties connected
with its construction."
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Yet this popularity was not long-lived. On May 12, 1914 and
November 29, 1929, successive attacks on the building were made
before the supreme court of Ontario by the grand jury, branding
the Don Jail as a potential "fire-trap", "a disgrace to the city,
over-taxes and too small. " 7
The Don Jail continued to operate amidst public controversy.
Despite continuous efforts to improve the living conditions, the
increasing cost of maintaining an outdated structure finally
warranted its closing on December 31, 1977, after 133 years of
existence as a penal institution for the City of Toronto.
17 "Plan to Abolish the Toronto Jail," The Mail, (May 12, 1914); and
"Don Jail, When First Built was looked Upon as a Luxury," The Mail,
(May 10, 1929).
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2. CURRENT SITUATION - The Don Jail is located in a primarily
low-scale residential neighborhood of two and three story row
houses. The site is approximately two acres and rises 12 feet
above the level of Gerrard Street fram the southwest corner.
The Don Valley Parkway, to its west, is a major north-south
expressway. Locally the neighborhood is served by a network of
one and two-way streets, opening onto the main arterials.
The site is presently accessible, for both pedestrians and
vehicles fram the Don Jail Roadway. For reasons of security, the
entrances to the property north along the perimeter walls have
been sealed off.
To the north of the Jail is a modern eight story health facility
for patients requiring chronic care. The recreational land to
the west is occupied by a lawn bowling club, presently very much
under-utilized. To the south of the Roadway is located a social
service center, housed in two woodframed structures. This parcel
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is shared by the Public Library which is an attractive early
1900's single story brick building. The five story brick addi-
tion to the east of the Don is operating as a city jail. Its
design has been completely insensitive to the character of the
existing structure.
The present zoning of the site is R4Z3 with the normal uses
permitted under the City of Toronto By-Laws for that designation.
The Official Plan has classified it as "low density residential",
allowing residential re-zonings to reach a density of 1.35
F.A.R. At present the properties around the Jail are separately
owned by city and provincial governments.
The Proposal Document, a report prepared by the City inviting
feasible alternatives regarding the future of the Don, has
stated that the brick addition to the old jail will be retained
and used by the Ministry of Correctional Services for an indefi-
nite period. Thus any likelihood for expansion of the property
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will have to occur at the southern and eastern edges.
The structure of the jail is bearing masonry. The floors are
primarily made up of 4 inch stone slabs resting on iron purlins
spanning between the masonry walls or iron posts.
On visual inspection, the structure appears to be in good con-
dition. Survey did not reveal any building movements and
18
settlements, or apparent overstress of the floor systems.
M.S. Yollis & Partners Ltd., Structural Report on the Don Jail
prepared in Toronto on February 23, 1978.
18
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ATTRIBUTES OF THE CHANGE PROCESS
1. CHANGE AGENTS - The official closing of the Don by the Depart-
ment of Correctional Services finally ended the continuous
debates over its inadequacy as a penal institution. The Ontario
Heritage Foundation, and the Toronto Historical Board, both aware
of the architectural and social significance of the Jail, have
announced that it should not be slated for demolition until proper
investigations can be made into the possibilites for its reuse.
A ccmittee established by the Toronto City Council succeeded in
collecting same base data on the structure. These include a
preliminary structural report, a cost estimate for the necessary
facade restoration, and information on the historic and current
development of the Jail. Their Proposal Document invited public
suggestions for the future uses of the building and, at the same
time, outlined restructions on the extent of alterations to
the structure in order to protect its historic character - the
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facade of the jail should be preserved and the existing vista
of the building fran Gerrard Street must be maintained. 1 9
The City is solidly behind the idea of reuse for the Don Jail,
and as such, any builder successful in obtaining a development
agreement will undoubtedly receive municipal supprot. But
support fram other levels of governnent may have to be negotiated.
2. ECONOMIC ASPECTS - The City speculates that the building
may be turned over for a ncminal fee since it was originally
sold to the Province for the sun of one dollar. But the govern-
ment has stated that no special grants or tax arrangements can
be made available beyond existing funding programs.
Although same money would be available fram the Heritage Founda-
19 City of Toronto Development Department, The Don Jail Proposal
Documents, (March 1978) p. 3.
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tion for preservation, none of the government agencies have
sufficient funds to effect any changes on their own. Consequently
they are in search for same group to lead in the financing and
the management of the project. Should this prove unsuccessful,
the demolition of the structure will cost up to $250,000.
3. PARITICIPATICW - Although there were no established patterns
for participation in the initial planning stages, various inter-
est groups and concerned individuals from both public and private
sectors have succeeded in voicinc, either formally or informally,
their opinions on the subject.
At the city level, the Mayor and several aldermen headed appeals
for constructive ideas for reuse and were continually involved
20in bringing the public into the decision making arena. This
20 David Miller, "Don Jail's Last Chance is an Animal Shelter,"
The Toronto Star, (April 15, 1978).
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activity was supported by the nedia, especially through the
local press which published continual public anouncements and
editorial cacients on the topic. Although the majority of
the responses were positive, a small percentage of Torontonians
maintained a degree of skepticism which made any resolution all
the more difficult.
Collective efforts in the pramotion for public participation
were initiated by the department of architecture of a local
university through the organization of an open campetition for
the best solution for reuse. The primary motivation for action
came fram an official request for proposals made by the City.
This prcmpted a flurry of activities among the local profes-
sionals. Their responses have not yet been fully evaluated,
but the acceptance of any one proposal may be an important
step toward a positive reuse of the Don.
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NEW STATE
1. IMGE COMPATIBILITY - The strong negative image of the Don
Jail must be effectively dealt with in order to ensure a positive
transformation. The design had to ccmply with the set of restric-
tions on reuse specified by the City document. Although the
character of the building has been preserved, all offensive
reminders of its past occupation have been eliminated. These
include window bars, prison walls and the guard towers.
The Don Jail Roadway, a small local collector street strongly
identified with the jail, physically divorced the prison from
the adjacent ccaunity. This has been removed with its traffic
re-routed to permit an extension of the foreground which may
visually help to lower the physical imposition of the structure.
It also facilitated the siting of additional housing which can
act as a mediating element between the existing building and the
surrounding houses.
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By relocating the entry of the adjacent jail and by creating
buffer zones, the desing tries to minimize the impact of the
prison on the new development. The encouragement of a continu-
ous public edge along Gerrard Street may aid in the integration
of the Don Jail into the surrounding cammunity.
After it has proven to be economically unfeasible to work with
and around the highly rigid interior structure of the jail, the
architect opted for the gutting of the building and to start
anew. The main rotunda has been transformed into an enclosed
courtyard. Formerly an area of supervision, this space has been
openend up into a place of intense activity; a place where one
can go "to see and be seen" - with public and private balconies,
catmunal lounges and a glass elevator employed as vehicles for
participation.
2. REEVANCY - Recently Toronto, like many other fast growing
North American cities, is experiencing a sharp increase in the
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View of Toronto skyline
fram Don Jail
number of white collar workers and young professionals who are
eager to escape from their suburban lifestyle and return to city
living, not only for the convenience, but also for the cultural
and social diversities it has to offer. The conversion of the
Don Jail into 60 apartment units can help meet same of the in-
creased demand for inner city living accammodations.
By assembling adjacent land parcels, it facilitated the construc-
tion of new cammunity facilities, 32 units of family housing and
provided for the requested additional hospital parking. The
design attempts to invest the diverse interests of the neighbor-
hood in order to increase its probabilities for public acceptance
and support.
3. ATERIBUTES OF USE - The jail has been in existence long before
the neighborhood emerged. Consequently it has beccme an important
landmark within the comunity. The planning of the site preserves
the vistas of the Don Valley and of the Toronto cityscape.
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Internal legibility is reinforced by the central skylit rotunda,
the volume of space which highlights the entry to the building.
Fran this, major corridors branch into collective entries leading
to individual units. This established a visible hierarchy of
circulation through a cambination of both horizontal and vertical
elements of movement.
The diversity in unit types offers a range of choices. Varia-
tions in floor levels, ceiling heights, textures and views
enable a clear sense of orientation. Built in ledges, planters etc.
encourage individuals to display personal objects which announce
their presence, not only within the unit, but also to the public
at large.
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A final word...
Even with these design transformations, the Don Jail is still con-
fronted with a problem which can only be resolved through a policy
change. Within the neighborhood area, the continuous existance of
the adjacent jail precludes the creation of a totally new image.
The imposition of the new jail, in spite of any operational change
inside the old structure, will undoubtedly jeopardize the possibility
of an altered positive perception.
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CASE THREE:
San Gerolano, Urbino
San Gerolamo, a 17th cen-
tury convent structure lo-
cated within the histori-
cal center, presently func-
tions as a regional prison.
A recent proposal reccm-
mended the relocation of
the jail to the outskirts
of town and that San Ge-
rolamo be turned over to
the University of Urbino.
WM - ___ -
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PRIOR CONDITIONS
1. HISTORIC CONTEXT - San Gerolamo, a 17th century structure,
is located in the Via Saffi area - a housing district at the
RIA
south end of Urbino within the ancient walls. One of the chief
hill towns of the northern province of the Marche, Urbino has
A
been, and is an art and cultural center of Italy. It reached
the summit of its political, cultural and artistic importance
in the 15th century under Federico di Montefeltro.
The town, gathered around the Palazzo Ducale and the Basilica,
keeps intact the structure of its most flourishing period, with
its lanes, ramps, passageways, which here and there suddenly
M open onto building or wide panoramas. The intact city walls
are still experienced today by the residents as a meeting place;
likewise its architecture, piazzas and loggias, all contribute
to the creation of a framework of unity.
ZERA
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Urbino - the Historical Center
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Urbino, rising 500 meters above the Adriatic, retains the con-
centricity of the hill town systen. The main street Via Saffi,
running against the natural contours, houses major institutional
and canmercial facilities. The collector paths, laid out along
the contours, are primarily residential.
San Gerolamo, one of a series of convent structures has since
been transformed into a regional prison. This change may have
occurred around 1860 when Urbino ceased to be a church state,
and same of the buildings were expropriated to house new govern-
ment and institutional facilities. Although San Gerolamo has
undergone changes in form as well as in use, its style is still
visibly late baroque, and its internal organization remains
characteristic of convent architecture.
2. CURRENT SITUATION - Urbino is today a university town. Many
of the old buildings have been reused to house new teaching faci-
lities. The Via Saffi area has lately been undergoing major trans-
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formations. Many of the public functions including the hospital
and the prison have either been relocated or are scheduled to
be relocated to the outskirts of town, resulting in the under
utilization and isolation of this area fram the rest of Urbino.
The site of San Gerolamo is bounded by Santa Chiara and its
gardens to the north, Via Gerolamo to the west, residential
dwellings and new university facilities to the south, and the
orchards and regional landscape of the Marche to the east.
The jail, sitting against the hill, is a brick structure
with roofs of Raman tiles and deep overhangs at the eaves. Its
height varies f ran two stories along Via Gerolamo, where the
main entrance it presently located, to four stories along the
orchard acccmodating the change in grade. The two interior
courts have, over the years, provided space for peacemeal addi-
tions. The garden, presently a prison yard, has had limited
usage due to its restrictive access. The church, part of the
original convent plan, is now used as a chapel by the inmates,
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and consequently, the exterior entrance has been closed off.
The jail has never been filled to its maximum capacity. The
average number of prisoners confined at one time seldan exceeds
eight or ten. Yet the Ministry of Justice favors the construc-
tion of a new prison outside the walls of Urbino, and as such,
is in the process of planning for its relocation.
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ATrRIBUTES OF CHANGE PROCESS
1. CHANGE AGENTS - The Ministry of Justice have offered San
Gerolamo to the University in exchange for a new prison,
constructed according to specification, in the outskirts of
Urbino. The conversion of the old jail into student housing
would undoubtedly ease same of the pressures for more student
accanmodation to be located within the 'Centro Storico' or
historical center.
This proposal was proved by far too costly for the University,
and that for an economic conversion the building would have to
be secured at minimal cost. Such an equitable position with the
governrment would be extremely difficult and time consuming to
achieve. But the University will continue to pursue and negoti-
21
ate for this and other available 'contentori' within the center.
21 'Contentori' or those shells of buildings which could contain same
functions.
---------  ------- ONOWNINNUM*
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2. ECONOMIC ASPECTS - Althouth it is less problematic to
convert a convent structure into student housing, it would
nevertheless require a substantial amount of money for the
necessary restoration and infill.
Because the University of Urbino is a 'free' university, it is
not qualified for state funding. No special monies for restora-
tion are available since San Gerolamo has not been considered
by the state preservation ccmmittee to be architecturally sig-
nificant. Under these circurmstances, the project will have to
rely completely on bank financing.
If and when the University secures state accreditation, as is
its intention; and an acceptable agreement is made regarding the
ownership transfer of the property, the program would became more
econanically feasible for implementation.
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3. PARTICIPATION - Participation in this project is, of
necessity, different fran that which is perceived to be an
active participation process. The designers were foreigners
to Italy and had to rely more on their skills of visual interpre-
tation than those of verbal cmnmunication in the attempt to
analyze and understand the problems of Urbino. It was necessary
to seek understanding by visually 'reading' the design elements
of the conmunity, by searching through literature and by dis-
cussing, through whatever means possible, certain problems and
concerns with the local residents. Information from these
sources was then incorporated into the design and the decision
making process.
The local residents participated in an open review of the work.
It was emphasized that this product is not to be considered a
final solution, but one which suggests and provides opportunities,
through a series of identifiable images and inhabitable spaces,
which through use and inhabitation, may add to the qualities of
Urbino.
-- --------
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THE GARDEN FACADE: NEW STATE
1. IMAGE COMPATIBILITY - San Gerolamo projects a strong image,
not of oppression and hostility, but of 'impermeability' - a
denial of physical and visual access, characteristic of many public
buildings in Urbino. Since the building had existed for several
centuries as a close environment, its re-integration into the
cariunity fabric will require major gestures of accessiblity.
The overall solution is the establishment of a 'connector' 2 2
linking different parts of the town together through the open-
ing up of buildings and the redesigning of the spaces in between.
This will contribute to the revitalization of the area.
Sections of the garden have been opened up to provide a stronger
sense of entry. The wall of the garage is designed to -support
22
'Connector' is used here to,,refer to a canmunity pathway, a
string of activities through which people pass, connecting one
place in the comunity to another.
TO PENETRATE THE SOLIDNESS
OF THE WALL: OPEN UP ON ALL
LEVELS,TRYING TO MAKE VERTICAL
AND HORIZONTAL SPACE INTERLOCK.
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and accanmodate new small-scale canmercial infill of various
kinds to meet the needs of the adjacent residential area. Forms
have been added to encourage, channel and direct novement,
marking new entries and supporting old ones.
The penetration of the south facade creates an interior arcade;
an axis around which different public spaces gravitate - the
piazza, courtyard and garden. Secondary elements superimposed
onto, and deleted fram the existing structure will help main-
tain a visual and physical fluidity of spaces.
2. RELEVANCY - Student residents contribute to about one third
of the town population. Many arrive during examination periods
and seek temporary accomodations in Urbino and in the neighbor-
ing villages of Pesaro and Fano. The housing shortage will be-
came acute when the University implements its policy of increas-
ing the number of resident students. The conversion of San Gero-
lamo to house over 60 students will help in alleviating some of
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the pressures on the existing housing stock.
FORMS WHICH ANNOUNCE ENTRY.
The design program has also provided for 4 family managed units
which contain roams designated for student rental. The church
has been redesigned to accanmodate a variety of activities
including political meetings, small concert performances, exhi-
bitions and other camnunity functions supportive of the local
lifestyle. The overall program strives to prcmote the basis
for sharing and understanding between the Urbino residents and
the student population.
The design solution a ttempts to structure a physical/visual and
taporal order through the preservation and juxtaposition of
old and new elements in space and time. The east facade of San
Gerolamo is one of the many significant pieces which make up the
historic elevation of the town and should be maintained. Clas-
sical forEs of entry are introduced to reflect a cultural and
temporal reference. The existing circulation pattern of the
MEANS OF DIRECTING MOVEMENT
THROUGH
BESIDE, UP/DOWN
AROUND
ALONG
"LAYERING 1
STIMULATING CURIOSITY.
garden is preserved and enhanced by a contrasting diagonal
path continuing the 'connector' to other parts of Urbino.
3. ATTRIBUTES OF USE - Internal legibility is created through
a series of forms, textures and levels which lend an identity
to the different parts of the building and garden. They pro-
vide a "visual sequence" nwhich suggests and stimulates
curiosity.
The hierarchy of enclosures defines distinct areas and an
overlapping of activities. With a variety of settings, it is
possible to promote different mixes of use - quiet areas for
passive retreats and more active spaces for group encounters.
The richness of formal elements will enable inhabitants to
personalize and improvize. Prcminent wall surfaces will be
enployed as bulletin and advertisement billboards. Such future
individual and group actions will build upon and contribute to
a more meaningful and dynamic living environment.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF EVALUATION
A review of the case studies revealed that there are many cannn
threads which link the approaches taken toward their resolutions.
They will be examined here using the camponents of reuse to high-
light those aspects which are most relevant to this analysis.
IMAGE COMPATIBILITY - The severe negative images associated
with both the Windsor and Toronto jails have been a result of
an operational oppressiveness of former use, as well as a
physical austerity in the structures themselves. The emotional
rejection of an over-determined administration can often be
dealt with more effectively after the building has been occu-
pied and responsive management programs have been set up to
integrate the building activities into the ccamunity. The re-
jection of the imposing appearance of the prison, on the other
hand, must be dealt with through environmental change.
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In both cases, the mass of the structures are played down
through extensive planting along the edges. In Windsor, the
length of the jail benefits fram the projection of the warden's
house. Moreover, its adjacency to the main street provides the
option for a more spontaneous access, which has been further in-
duced by the architect's decision to lower and open up the peri-
meter walls. The Don Jail suffers a more serious problem.
Despite efforts made to contribute to a more habitable setting,
the success for a positive image change may continuously be
jeopardized by the physical presence of the adjacent jail.
The opaqueness of San Gerolamo is partly overcrm by puncturing
the continuous facade providing visual and physical transparent
zones into the building. This acts to draw people inside and
participate, if they so choose, in the activities within. At
the same time, it provides a 'visual relief' to an otherwise
closed and confined environment.
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The establishment of connecting spaces through the introduc-
tion of linkages form the basis for a lasting and beneficial
image change, integrating the old jail into the built fabric of
Urbino - a series of unforgettable soaces that close and unfold
with every piazza, passage and window.
RELEVANCY - In each of the three cases the building reuse
applications are relevant to the ccumunity needs and aspirations,
and to the internal design coherence.
The San Gerolamo project has proposed that nuch needed housing
be provided for the students of Urbino in a manner which greatly
enhances the quality of the neighborhood life, and encourages
the integration of the student population with the residents of
the town. In Tbronto, the Don Jail will provide apartment units
for small households and play same part in easing the denand
on downtown living acconodations.
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The Windsor jail seems to answer the most pressing of needs -
senior citizen housing. Considering that many of the young
people are leaving the area in favor of new industrial regions,
the older population are left to maintain their large houses
and farmland without their help. The Windsor developnent can
offer them an alternate lifestyle. Not only will it provide
them with an opportunity to unload same of their responsibili-
ties of upkeep, but it will provide them with a place for
socializing and interaction.
In addition, the Windsor jail renovation has set a precedent
for the future reuse of old buildings in the state of Vermont.
As such it may help to prcmote the redevelopment of other
buildings to a socially and relevant use.
ATTRIBUTES OF USE - Evidence of use and personalization can
only be seen and interpreted after the building has been
built and inhabited for same time. At present, the Windsor
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jail is in the process of renovation and the Urbino and Toronto
projects are still at the proposal stage. The analysis would
have been much richer had these all been established reuses.
The Vermont State Prison has provided same degree of legibility
through the introduction of openings in the perineter wall
along with a series of exterior spaces providing successive
vistas of the landscape. In San Gerolamo, the potential for
an extremely rich environment exists through the creation
and inclusion of a hierarchy of forms and spaces along the
'connector'.
The Don Jail, although relatively limited in its outward flexi-
bility because of restrictions set down by the preservation
camittees, has a tremendous potential for an interesting inter-
nal legibility. The dominant central volume is one of a larger
group of spaces. It is the fundamental element in an order of
form vocabulary. While the main element is symbolic of a
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collective entry for the building, the secondary elements
are collective entries for groups of units. Both these ele-
ments provide the opportunity for self-expression through the
provision of forms for personalization and roan for interac-
tion, linking the built spaces through an internal hierarchy.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION
From our theoretical explorations, it appears that negatively perceived
environrments can maintain a valuable place in society when treated
through environmental design, which help to reduce the adverse irpact
and re-establish an appropriate reuse within the community.
A number of evaluation criteria have been identified against which the
success of the new state can be measured. These are as follows:
PARAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION CRITERIA
IlMGE COMPATIBILITY * Transparency
* Scale/Proportion
0 Edge Conditions
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PAPAMETERS FOR DISCUSSION (con' t) CRITERIA (con't)
IlAGE COPATIBILITY (con't) * Managerial Responsive-
ness
RELEV7ANCY 0 Programmatic Relevance
* Physical/Visual and
Temporal Relevance
ATTRIBUTES OF USE * Legibility
o Flexibility
o Personalization
These criteria have been unique in identifying the strengths of the
transformations in each of the case studies toward a positive reuse.
San Gerolamo achieved a successful new state because of design approa-
ches to 'transparency', the Vermont Prison proved itself to be highly
relevant toward social change in meeting the local demand for senior
citizen housing and the Don Jail succeeded in providing the greatest
degree of internal legibility and identity.
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Each of the proposals have satisfied the list of criteria in different
ways and with varied emphasis. The cases provide exanples which test
both their comprehensiveness and applicability.
This set of criteria is -a potential tool which may possibly be applied
to other cases, or even other building types. It should be remembered
however that the basis of these criteria are theoretical and should
be treated as such.
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